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Introduction:  
Today’s ATM and Branch access processes are manual, old 
fashioned and very inefficient 
 

While ATM design continuously evolves to deliver new services and higher levels 
of consumer convenience, the physical locks on the ATM and in the branch, and 
the management and auditing processes behind them, have not kept up with the 
pace of change.  
 
The banking industry and ATM deployers have been using the same locks and 
manual processes for the past twenty years.  The hidden costs are significant, 
there are serious security risks and also a negative impact on ATM availability.   
 
The industry problem today is that there are many different access protocols for 
ATM top box, safe and access door which means that branch staff, CITs and 
service engineers need to carry numerous keys and cards. Managing these keys 
and cards is inefficient and time is wasted travelling to key centres to collect and 
return keys or waiting for a keyholder to be present during the visit. Keys and 
cards can also get lost and stolen.  
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Customer Insight: 
Global survey revealed significant cost savings and benefits from 
replacing keys and cards. 
 

 
 
A global survey of thirty banks, ATM deployers, CITs and service providers was 
conducted by TMD Security. The findings revealed several business cases for 
replacing keys and cards with a single Access Management solution using a secure 
mobile or PDA app for all ATMs and branch doors.  
 
 

1. Operational cost savings was the primary business case.  Business 

impact model analysis has revealed the staggering hidden costs 
associated with managing physical keys. Respondents cited today’s key-
holder processes as a major expense. Every routine service call which 
involves opening the ATM top box to service the card reader, for 
example, requires a key-holder to accompany the service engineer.  
 
Moving to a single integrated key-less access process for branches and 
ATMs results in huge annual operational cost savings.  
 

2. Improved security is the second business case. Cards and access 

badges can be lost or stolen, and most can be illegally copied. This old 
technology also typically demands the use of CCTV systems and call 
centres which are expensive to set up and run.   
  
An automated, centrally managed secure access process for all types of 
locks that remotely validates the IDs of the pre-authorised user, lock and 
mobile in a split second at the time of use is far more secure than trying 
to manage physical cards and keys.  Since One-Time-Codes (OTC) can be 
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sent directly to the lock, in an automated access system, codes do not 
have to be written down. There is also a real-time automated audit trail.  
  
Also, an automated access management system that is centrally 
managed removes the need to replace lost or stolen keys and cards and 
access can be instantly granted or declined when there is a change of 
personnel.     
 

3. The third business case is improved ATM availability. Survey 

respondents said off-premise ATMs in particular could typically be out of 
service for three days, until a service engineer visit could be co-ordinated 
with a key-holder.   
  
An automated, keyless access process removes the need for a key-holder 
because access is scheduled and approved remotely with a real-time 
audit trail.   
  

4. Employee protection is the fourth business case. Handling cash can 

bring risks for service providers, and employees often feel vulnerable or 
under threat of attack.  
  
With an automated system, the user enters a ‘duress code’ into the 
mobile or PDA app which generates an alert in the central management 
system. This duress code is not noticeable to the criminal and help for the 
user can instantly be on its way.   
  

5. Lower carbon footprint is the fifth business case. Today, service 

engineers need to travel to key centres to pick up keys, then drive back at 
the end of the day to return them. Also, key-holders need to travel to 
accompany service engineers during visits. These journeys add up in 
terms of time, costs and fuel consumption.  

 
Key-less access processes remove the need to travel to key centres and also avoid 
the requirement for key-holders to accompany service engineers because of 
secure real-time access and audit trails. 
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Conclusions: 
Next-generation access management is more than just a lock!  
 
A single, centrally managed key-less access management solution helps ATM 
deployers, CITs and service providers to significantly reduce annual operational 
costs, effectively protect the Branch, the ATM and the cash inside it and improve 
ATM up-time and customer service.   
 
A mobile app, instead of a key or card, for securely opening and closing locks on 
ATM top boxes, safes and a wide variety of access points including secure rooms 
and branches, is secure, fast, and easy-to-use. When the authorised branch staff, 
Cash-In-Transit (CIT) personnel or service engineer is in close proximity to the  
lock, the central access management server application, which provisions and 
schedules access for all locks in the system, automatically checks the user ID, 
access schedule, and the IDs of the mobile device and lock. If all the credentials 
are correct, an OTC is instantly generated and the lock opens.   
 
Integrated ATM and Branch Access Management is being used by a growing 
number of ATM deployers worldwide. For more information visit TMD Security’s  
 
 
 
Website: https://tmdsecurity.com/tmd-access-management   
 
Or email us if you would like to discover more about the business case for key-less access 
management and receive a copy of our whitepaper: 
 
AccessManagement@TMDSecurity.com  
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